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Welcome to Arrondi. A modern bathing retreat.
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Capturing the exquisite beauty of sinuous curves, Arrondi is an artisan collection of
sculptural brassware, structured yet unexpected, with harmonious contradictions that
create a unique silhouette that is instantly recognisable and unashamedly striking.
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‘Each product
has a striking
personality
that is both
familiar and
approachable’

Arrondi is a covetable collection with attitude, a contemporary twist on
traditional brassware, each piece has been meticulously designed to
deliver high impact and an exceptional experience – the ultimate couture
for the bathroom.
Sumptuous smooth handles are precisely mounted on an accentuated
conical profile, offering an inspired interplay between soft tactility and
hard linearity, juxtaposed to deliver an impeccable cutting-edge design
that is equally timeless.
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CAPTIVATING THE SENSES

The Arrondi Collection has been designed by the internationally
renowned Architects and Interior Designers - Conran and Partners.
The studio collaborated with British brassware manufacturer VADO,
to define a new aesthetic direction in a market which typically sees
a strict delineation between the ‘traditional’ and ‘contemporary’.
The project began with a deep analysis of historical typologies of
brassware, in order to better understand the evolution of these
products through time, their place in design culture and our
relationship with them.
Drawing on this research, the design approach was reductive
in terms of detailing, and sought to build upon a structure of
essential forms; cones, cylinders and a soft lozenge shape that
would become the signifier of the collection. This gently organic
yet unapologetically simple lever form creates a clear and unique
silhouette, while inviting the user’s touch.
With formats and arrangements based on brassware products
that have existed for more than a century, and as a result
experienced by many generations, the products in the Arrondi
collection are instantly recognisable, and therefore effortlessly
intuitive in their use. They have a striking personality that is both
familiar and approachable.
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CONRAN AND PARTNERS

Conran and Partners is an internationally renowned architecture and interior design
practice, founded by Sir Terence Conran. With studios in London and Hong Kong,
Conran and Partners’ portfolio extends around the world and embraces a rich and
varied range of cultures, typologies and scales.
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The studio delivers award-winning buildings and spaces, that endeavour to be
progressive and sustainable. This is achieved through a carefully considered and
collaborative design process that addresses the needs and desires of the users, as well
as the wider environment.
Each project is given its own sense of location and personality through their response
to their context and use, manifested by their performance, crafted form, detail and
materiality. The shared expertise of four creative partners covers and integrates both
architecture and interior design.
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MEET THE DESIGNER

‘Arrondi’s
organic lever
form creates a
unique silhouette
that invites the
user’s touch’
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Tim Bowder-Ridger,
Principal at Conran and
Partners is an Architect
and Designer who is
passionate about creating
authentic experiences
centred around cultural
spirit and personality.

T im Bow der- R i dger
P r incip al | C onr an an d P ar tner s

Tim joined Conran and Partners in 1997 and the board in 2008. As Principal,
Tim leads the practice and its overall strategic direction through its UK and
Hong Kong studios.
He brings his knowledge across different sectors, including hospitality,
residential and workplace, to design buildings and spaces that reflect
holistic contemporary lifestyle-needs and desires. Tim firmly believes that
successfully designed buildings and spaces should be fundamentally at
ease with themselves in a way that is tangible to their to users and always
have a sense of place and aspiration.
Tim puts these principles into practice through directly leading on a
number of projects, large and small, at home and abroad. He has a
particular interest in the reuse of existing buildings both from cultural and
environmental sustainability perspectives, but has also been very influenced
by his work in Japan, where the elegance of simple ideas is so valued.
With Tim’s expertise and design knowledge, combined with VADO’s expert
engineering, Arrondi was created with an emphasis for a collection with
timeless appeal.
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PRODUCT ENGINEERING EXCELLENCE

Designed by Conran and Partners – each Arrondi product has been carefully considered and purposed to
deliver timeless appeal and enhanced performance; a range that defies time to achieve both longevity of
use and enduring design relevance.
With a shared commitment to sustainability, VADO and Conran and Partners have worked together to
ensure Arrondi meets with each business’ core environmental credentials.
All basin mixers are fitted with industry-leading

flow regulators, delivering controlled

water use at 5ltr per minute* without compromising performance.
All packaging is 100% recyclable and plastic free - in line with our sustainability commitment.
Circular design approach using market leading components to maximise longevity and reduce
impact on the environment.
Reassuring 15-year guarantee making Arrondi an investment range you can trust.
For details on Arrondi’s environmental credentials for project specifications visit www.arrondi/sustainability

Arrondi has been awarded the
prestigious Red Dot Award for
Product Design 2022.

*at 1.0 bar MP
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British Engineering
Arrondi has been designed by Conran and Partners in conjunction with
VADO’s UK based engineering experts and leading componentry brands, to
meet with exacting standards in performance, quality, and useability.
You can be confident that with Arrondi, an indulgent and all-encompassing
cleansing experience is assured for years to come.
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Products Featured On This Page
ARR-100/CC-CP, WG-461/RO-CP, ARR-133-CP
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LOOK ONE
Arrondi is perfectly suited to sculptural and
architectural interiors due to its effortless design
details and soft organic flow of its tapering silhouette.
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‘Impeccable
cutting edge
design that
is equally
timeless’

A R R-2 0 9- C P

ARRONDI

TM

LOOK ONE

The sinuous yet structured silhouette of Arrondi is perfectly paired with
this architectural interior; curved alcoves, fluted panelling and soft, muted
tones allow Arrondi’s radiant chrome finish to become the focus of the
bathroom; creating a calming environment to unwind.
Double basins are a luxurious feature for achieving a hotel vibe at home,
lending themselves flawlessly to Arrondi’s deck-mounted or wall-mounted
basin mixers. With an unrivalled selection of basin mixer options available,
the Arrondi collection brings an exquisite touch to a multitude of bathroom
design schemes.
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A R R-2 01- C P, WG - 3 95 - C / P
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BASIN MIXERS

A R R-101- C P, WG - 4 61/ RO - C P
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BASIN MIXERS

‘Arrondi is
the ultimate
couture for the
bathroom’

A R R-10 0/C C - C P

Arrondi deconstructs the boundaries of superior bathroom design,
creating an organic modern twist on traditional brassware. An inviting
combination of cones, cylinders, and lozenge shapes creates an
effortlessly striking yet soft and tactile design.

A R R-101- C P

Coordinate with organic, natural textures such as marble and stone to
create a hotel vibe in your own home.
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P ro duc t s Fe ature d O n T hi s P a ge
A RR-10 0 / C C- CP, W G - 4 61/ R O - CP, A RR-13 3 - CP, TA B -12 8 / 3 W O -S -A RR- CP, A RR-HE A D / S A- CP
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Inject spa-like elements at home
with a double shower, using Arrondi’s
statement showering ancillaries.

ARR-HEAD/SA-CP, TAB-128/3WO-S-ARR-CP

‘Successfully designed spaces should
be fundamentally at ease with themselves
in a way that is tangible to their users’
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SHOWERING

Arrondi has been meticulously designed to deliver visual
impact and engineered to provide complete peace of mind.
All showering products are thermostatically controlled to
provide safety and showering comfort for all users.
The organic shape of the Arrondi shower head and arm
beautifully emulates the lozenge profile featured across
the Arrondi collection, achieving a flawless and cohesive
finish throughout your bathroom.
TA B -12 8 /3 WO -S -A R R- C P

A R R- HE A D/ S A- C P
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A R R-13 3 - C P

ARRONDI

TM

LOOK ONE

Establish a haven of relaxation with earthy tones and refined textures. A paired back
design with subtle, linear elements of character creates a sophisticated contrast for
Arrondi’s cutting edge styling cues. With a large selection of statement brassware,
Arrondi provides an indulgent bathing experience at home.
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BATHING

‘Instantly
recognisable
and intuitive
to use’
TA B -2 2 3 T/ WO -A R R- C P
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LOOK TWO
A modern twist on Art Deco to achieve a
look that is timeless, yet contemporary.
Arrondi’s gentle curves work in harmony
to create this welcoming and desirable
bathroom design scheme.

P ro duc t s Fe ature d O n T hi s P a ge
A RR-2 01- CP, A RR-13 3 - CP
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LOOK TWO

Delicate textures and gentle pops of colour combine to allow
Arrondi’s elegant presence to be at the fore of this design.
Injecting colour using carefully placed accessories adds
a subtle, feminine touch to striking brassware, creating a
refined, traditional bathroom interior with an understated
contemporary edge.
Pairing fine pink tones with bright white achieves a fresh
and sophisticated space, whilst marble adds depth and a
touch of luxury.

A R R-10 9- C P, WG - 3 95 - C / P

‘A covetable
collection with
attitude, a
contemporary
twist on
traditional
brassware design’
A R R-101- C P
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ARRONDI

A R R-10 0/C C - C P
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TM

BASIN MIXERS

With the option of deck-mounted and wall-mounted basin mixers, Arrondi offers a unique style.
Deck-mounted provides a traditional installation in a range of designs, whilst wall-mounted creates
more surface space as well as adding interest to your vanity area.

A R R-2 0 9- C P, A R R- HE A D/ S A- C P, A R R-SF SR K+ O - C P, TA B -14 8 /2-A R R- C P
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BASIN MIXERS

‘Built upon a
structure of
essential forms;
cones, cylinders
and a soft
lozenge shape’

ARR-209-CP

ARR-201-CP, WG-395-C/P
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P ro duc t s Fe ature d O n T hi s P a ge
A RR-10 9- CP, A RR-HE A D / S A- CP, A RR-S F S RK+ O - CP, TA B -14 8 / 2-A RR- CP
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The Arrondi collection has a gentle
tactile quality that conveys a touch of
pleasure with everyday use.

‘Arrondi
features
thermostatic
showering
controls to
provide safety
and comfort
for all users’

TA B -14 8 /2-A R R- C P, A R R-SF SR K+ O - C P, A R R- HE A D/ S A- C P
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SHOWERING

Arrondi’s sleek and intricate composition is unique,
creating a statement design whilst remaining gentle and
elegant, which pairs perfectly with avant-garde interiors.
The Arrondi collection features numerous showering
ancillary options; from an aerated rainfall shower head
to an elegant slide rail kit, each product is designed to
reduce water consumption without compromising on an
outstanding showering experience. Pair with Arrondi’s
compact thermostatic valves to achieve a minimalistic
presence in your showering space; the ultimate
companion for safety and performance.

TA B -14 8 /2-A R R- C P

A R R- HE A D/ S A- C P

A R R-2 0 9- C P, TA B -14 8 /2-A R R- C P, A R R-SF SR K+ O - C P, A R R- HE A D/ S A- C P
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A R R-13 3 - C P

‘Arrondi has
been carefully
considered and
purposed to
deliver timeless
appeal and
enhanced
performance‘

A R R-132 T- C P
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BATHING

A R R-13 3 - C P

ARRONDI

TM

LOOK TWO

Relax in total luxury with Arrondi’s bathing solutions, offering deck mounted, wall mounted or floor standing
options to complete a multitude of bathroom layouts.
Exhibiting a refined and considered design, Arrondi’s deck-mounted bath shower mixer has been engineered
to provide an all-in-one bathing solution with the built-in safety of VADO’s exceptional thermostatic
technology to keep every member of the family safe.
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TAPS

Mono
Basin Mixer
+ Universal Waste

Mono
Basin Mixer

Mini Mono
Basin Mixer
+ Universal Waste

Mini Mono
Basin Mixer

A R R-10 0/C C - C P

A R R-10 0/ SB - C P

A R R-10 0 M /C C - C P

A R R-10 0 M / SB - C P

Extended Mono
Basin Mixer

Lever Handle
Basin Mixer

Cross Handle
Basin Mixer

A R R-10 0 E / SB - C P

A R R-101- C P

A R R-2 01- C P

A R R-10 0 M /C C - C P
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BASIN MIXERS

A R R-2 0 9- C P

All Arrondi basin mixers are fitted as standard with

flow regulators to optimise water flow regardless of

pressure, helping you to save water without compromising on performance or style.

Wall Mounted
Lever Handle Basin
Mixer 180mm Spout

Wall Mounted
Cross Handle Basin
Mixer 180mm Spout

Universal
Basin Waste

Contemporar y
Round Bottle Trap
1.1/4” with 35mm Outlet

A R R-10 9- C P

A R R-2 0 9- C P

WG - 3 95 - C / P

WG - 4 61/ RO - C P

(1.0 bar) Minimum Operating Pressure
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SHOWERING

Thermostatic Valve
with All-Flow
+ Integrated Mini Kit
TA B -12 8/3 WO -S -A R R- C P

Tablet 2 Outlet
Thermostatic Valve
with All-Flow
TA B -14 8 /2-A R R- C P

*

*

Tablet 1 Outlet
Thermostatic Valve
TA B -14 8 -A R R- C P

*

TA B -14 8 /2-A R R- C P
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SHOWERING

Shower Head + Arm
250mm (10”) Diameter
A R R- HE A D/ S A- C P

A R R-SF SR K+ O - C P, A R R- HE A D/ S A- C P
Single Function
Slide Rail Shower Kit
+ Wall Outlet

Handset with Hose
+ Bracket
+ Integrated Outlet

A R R-SF SR K+ O - C P

A R R-SFMK WO - C P

The Arrondi showering collection combines sculpted
curves with a luminous chrome finish, providing an
unrivaled luxurious experience every day.
A R R- HE A D/ S A- C P

*

(0.2 bar) for shower
(1.0 bar) for bath, 1.0 bar to operate All-Flow function
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BATHING

A R R-2 32 T- C P

The Arrondi deck mounted thermostatic bath shower mixer is as stylish as it is functional, with a built in
Capsule kit under the bath to capture any stray water; allowing you to rest easy when children are in charge
of the handset. For more information on our Capsule technology, please visit www.vado.com/capsule.

Thermostatic Lever
Handle Bath Shower
Mixer + Spout

Thermostatic Cross
Handle Bath Shower
Mixer + Spout

Thermostatic Lever
Handle Bath Shower Mixer
+ Integrated Mini Kit

Thermostatic Cross
Handle Bath Shower Mixer
+ Integrated Mini Kit

A R R-132 T- C P

A R R-2 32 T- C P

TA B -12 3 T/ WO -A R R- C P

TA B-2 2 3 T/ WO -A R R- C P
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BATHING

Arrondi has been awarded the
prestigious Red Dot Award for
Product Design 2022.

A R R-13 3 - C P

Thermostatic Valve
+ Integrated Mini Kit
TA B -12 8 /3 WO - B -A R R- C P

*

Clic-Clac
Bath Waste + Overflow

Bath Spout

Floor Standing
Bath Shower Mixer
+ Shower Kit

WG -713 8 9- C / P

A R R-14 0 - C P

A R R-13 3 - C P

(0.2 bar) Minimum Operating Pressure
(1.0 bar) Minimum Operating Pressure
(3.0 bar) Minimum Operating Pressure
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KITCHEN TAPS

Bring the unique, soft silhouette of Arrondi into the hub of
your home; the kitchen.
The Arrondi kitchen mixer has a smooth, gliding swivel
spout to direct the water where it is needed and effortless
control of the temperature and flow via the sculptured single
lever, making it the perfect hard-working kitchen essential.

Kitchen Mixer

A R R-15 0 - C P

A R R-15 0 - C P
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(1.0 bar) Minimum Operating Pressure
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KITCHEN MIXERS
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Arrondi. The epitome of design and engineering excellence.

NEW

ARRONDI
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By partnering with the World
Land Trust’s Carbon Balanced
Paper programme, we have
offset any emissions produced
from the production of the paper
whilst making this brochure.

VADO
Wedmore Road Cheddar Somerset England BS27 3EB
tel +44 (0)1934 745160
fax +44 (0)1934 745161
www.vado.com
export@vado.com
due to our policy of continual improvement, VADO reserve the right to change product speciﬁcation.
the colours indicated are an approximation of the actual ﬁnishes on VADO products. e&oe.
©2022 VADO
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